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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for the opportunity to review this manuscript. It is a well-written paper on a topic of clear importance.

Minor essential revisions

I realise that the trial details have been presented in greater detail elsewhere. However, it would be useful to know the following:

1. More information on the ‘peer-led’ nature of the interventions (in what way were they led by peers and why was this deemed important);
2. More information of the type of CRC screening offered (home test - what type of test; endoscopy - in what form?).

The following are minor editorial revisions.

Background:
Paragraph 2, line 11 - "may will allow" (delete "may");
Paragraph 2, line 12 - "an increase the number" (missing "in");
Paragraph 2, line 12 - "participate in CRC" (missing "screening");
Paragraph 2, line 15 - "among adults among ODH" (maybe change to "among adult ODH participants").

Socio-demographic Characteristics:
Line 4 - "by examining combining yearly household income" (delete "examining");

Analysis:
Line 6 - need "and" between "age, sex".

Discussion:
Paragraph 1, line 2 - I think you need to add "including" between "lowest uptake" and "newly age eligible";
Paragraph 2, line 8 - Should be "once age eligible";
Paragraph 2, line 9 - Delete "the" in "that this the lack of" and "intention" not "intentions";
Paragraph 3, line 4 - need a space between "intentions[10],and";
Paragraph 3, line 6 - should be ";" instead of ":" after "however";
Paragraph 4, line 12 - "and this not as much" (missing "is").
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